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ABSTRACT 

The architectures of currently sold Enterprise Systems were developed in a time when the amount of data to be processed was 

limited. Since then the necessity to capture and process real-time data from multiple sources has surged and needs to be 

considered in a world where everything must be exchanged and available anywhere, anytime and in any format. Yet the 

abstinence of novel approaches on the architectures of Enterprise Systems creates a gap between the increasing requirements 

and existing information systems. In this paper, we suggest a new architectural design approach, which will close the gap 

between increasing requirements and existing information systems. In order to determine a future-proof architecture, the 

authors conducted a Delphi survey where technology providers and users were inquired on the business needs and technical 

requirements. The result of the Delphi survey has been used to create a proposal for a different approach towards ES 

architectures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Momentarily, companies using an Enterprise System (ES) reach the limits of their ability of processing and analyzing data. 

One of the most important tasks of an Enterprise System as a company-wide information system is support changes, e.g. in 

altered business processes or in the use of new technology. An increasingly important requirement is the ability to deal with 

“Big Data”. In order to meet the needs of analyzing Big Data, it is necessary for the ES to capture all information. In 

particular information that is not always maintained in the conventional databases (Hopkins, Leganza, Cullen and Cahill 

2011). 

Currently there is a call to enterprise architects to assist their organization in creating more value for their business by 

incorporating Big Data techniques in their enterprise architecture (Hopkins et al, 2011). In particular, the Forrester report 

(Hopkins et al, 2011) expresses the need to maintain a holistic approach to information architecture and the evaluation of 

where BI and PA integrate to create a SOA capability. To meet these requirements and others is a major challenge for ES 

providers. As a result of this situation, providers of Enterprise Systems and ES-technologies recognize an emerging market 

for Big Data solutions.  

This paper examines the current state of EA to find the gaps that currently hinder Enterprise Systems from supporting a 

hyperconnected world. We develop a framework that addresses the question - How do we integrate an Enterprise System that 

incorporates the anywhere, anytime, and anything aspects of data through architectural design? To gather the answer to this 

question we asked, What are the requirements for an EA in a hyperconnected world and how does the current EA address 
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these needs? Through the creation of requirements and identification of architectural imperfections, we develop a future-

proof architecture of an Enterprise System. 

In the remaining sections of the paper, we depict a historical account of the architecture of ES, describe the current state of 

ES architecture and define layers and dimensions of software architecture. Following this discussion, we present the 

methodology and Delphi study used to develop the proposed architecture, including a requirements section for future-proof 

architectures. Finally, we present our proposed architecture and explain how the findings from the Delphi study establish the 

new architecture and future research that will enhance the needs of ES providers. The goal of this paper is to propose a new 

architectural design approach, derived from a comprehensive Delphi study, that supports any type, anywhere, and anytime 

accessibility of data. 

 

BACKGROUND:  

The architecture of an ES determines the possibility of future use when environmental turbulences induce change (Andresen 

2006). Environmental turbulences comprehend regulatory, organizational and operational changes leading to new technical 

and process related requirements, which also affect types of data and relations. Hence in the following paragraphs, we 

explore the history and trends of the architecture of an ES to see the gaps and areas of importance for future-proof 

architectures. 

The architecture of ES shall not be confused with the enterprise architecture (EA) which explicitly documents and describes 

current and desired relationships among management and business processes as well as information technology (Kaisler, 

Armour and Valivullah 2005). The EA provides a companywide blueprint of the information systems (Armour, Kaisler and 

Liu 1999). The EA can be split into two components: The first component is the corporate architecture which contains the 

business processes and hierarchical information. The second component is the information systems, which consists of 

procedural models and solutions to be applied in order to reach the desired state of the corporate architecture (Gronau 2000). 

The term software architecture is used on an ever increasing basis (Gorton 2006). According to Bass, Clements and Kazman 

(2003), software architecture of a computing system or program is the structure or structures of the systems, comprehending 

software elements, the externally visible properties of the elements and the relationships among them. Since the software 

architecture is an intangible conceptual entity, its elements should be illustrated by means of the software visualization 

discipline (Ghani, Rimal and Jeong 2012). 

Enterprise Systems are software packages containing applications for different business areas (e.g. marketing, finance, etc.), 

storing and accessing information from a database management system, used to effectively and efficiently plan and manage 

the resources of companies (Sultanow, Brockmann and Gronau 2010). Enterprise Systems should be capable of planning and 

managing at least three resources (Gronau 2010). Exemplary resources are personnel, finances and manufacturing planning. 

Enterprise Systems must be developed applying an appropriate architectural approach so that the resources can be reflected 

within the system. There are multiple database management models to address these resources. In one approach, the 

architecture only consists of the presentation and a combined database and application layer (Giachetti 2010). A more 

common approach was taken by Gronau (2010), for whom the Enterprise System consisted of seven layers: (1)Infrastructure 

– where hardware is located, (2) Data – where the data is saved, (3) Application and (4) service – where the application’s 

core resides, (5) Presentation – where the interaction with the user takes place, (6) Control – where the business processes are 

modelled, and (7) Adaption – where the customizing takes place. The three most cited layers are the presentation, application 

and data layers (Kogent Learning Solutions 2010). The introduction of layers into the software architecture is conceived to be 

part of the evolution of Enterprise Systems. 

Continuing with the aim of investigating the history of ES architecture, we review dimensions of architectures to further 

classify, interpret, and analyse the differences among software architectures. Based on several scholarly publications (Gull 

2011; Jamshidi, Ghafari, Ahmad and Pahl 2013; Rico, Sayani and Field 2008; Senthilvel 2008), we derived six dimensions to 

classify and compare software architectures (Figure 1). One dimension characterizes interrelated architectural concepts that 

have evolved. Specifically, (1) Programming Language Type, (2) Popularity of Languages, (3) Layers of Abstraction, (4) 

Software Technology, (5) Database Technology, and (6) Requirements-driven Architecture Trends. Programming languages 

as well as their popularity have a significant impact on software architectures, since languages are the basis for architectural 

frameworks. For example Spring (a DI-Framework), Hibernate (an OR-Framework) and the Eclipse (a OSGi-Platform) 

fashioned the architectural trend and are conducive to the popularity of the Programming Language Java (and also C#), in 

which these frameworks are implemented and thus available specifically for them. Thus it becomes clear why the most 

common dimension is the programming language along with the language popularity and their use in Information Systems. 
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Within the layers of abstraction, the Model-View-Controller (MVC) is one of the most fundamental concepts that identifies 

an architectural pattern as the de facto standard for the design of complex software systems (Buschmann, Meunier, Rohnert, 

Sommerlad and Stal 1999): “The MVC architectural pattern divides an interactive application into three components: Data, 

presentation and control.” The separation of these components allows independent development and use. Therefore we can 

create different views, which give us multiple representations of one and the same model from reality. An abstract principle, 

which is also popular, is called Dependency Injection: An IoC (Inversion of Control)-Container generates objects externally, 

initializing them and injecting them into dependent objects (Mak 2008). In this way objects no longer define their 

dependencies. Dependencies are thus declared outside the objects. 

The challenge of combining relational data structures and object-oriented programming concepts led the authors to introduce 

the database technology dimension. Object-Oriented database systems have been created in order to close this gap. Since 

relational database systems store and provide data in rows and columns only, the Object-Relational Mapping (ORM)-

Frameworks raised, forming their own architectural layer. This concept returns to Scott (1996), according to whom, objects 

(in terms of object oriented programming) will be mapped to relational database records and vice versa. Thus, reviewing the 

historical trends of an ES architecture provides us with a foundation to determine the needs and requirements of experts who 

expect an ES with the capabilities of any type, anywhere, and anytime accessibility of data. 
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Figure 1: Exemplary values for dimensions for characterizing and classifying software architectures 
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METHODOLOGY 

In order to determine the appropriate architecture for Enterprise Systems, the qualitative Delphi approach was used. Using the 

Delphi technique, a group of persons considered to be experts in the field are gathered to respond to a series of questionnaires 

(Gerald and Cluskey 2008). The method consists of five stages (Bradford 2010): First, experts are identified. Second, experts 

are contacted and asked to cooperate. Third, questionnaires are sent to panellists. Fourth, the results of the questionnaires are 

analyzed and selected panellists are invited to provide their opinion on topics considered to be important. The fifth and final 

stage consists of circulating the newly generated views on the topic as well as subjects of mutual disagreement (Jost, 

Nilakanta and Willis 2002), asking the experts for their opinion on the cases. For this contribution, 21 experts participated in 

the Delphi Survey (See Table 1). For this survey, the experts were obtained from the formal and informal network of the 

authors. The Delphi technique has been applied within this contribution to obtain the essential layers of the ES as well as the 

requirements towards the layers of an ES. 

 

Company Experts involved Location 

Software consultancy with a focus on user centric design 2 Potsdam, Germany 

Automobile manufacturer 1 Wolfsburg, Germany 

IT-Outsourcing company for software development, digital 

medical products 

3 Dalian, China 

Operator and developer of social networks 4 Potsdam, Germany 

Pharmaceutical wholesaler, focussing on oncology 3 Hof, Germany 

Asch, Czech Republic 

Service provider and value added seller for pharmaceuticals, 

and medical equipment 

3 Hongkong, China 

Automobile Manufacturer (Headquarter in Munich) 1 Tokyo, Japan 

Chinese technology company (Headquarter in Shenzhen) 4 Düsseldorf, Germany 

Table 1: Origin and amount of experts participating in the Delphi study 

 

Figure 2 shows the procedure deployed to determine the architecture of the Enterprise System. By adding the results of the 

Delphi study to the current delta in literature, a new model is proposed which is presented further on (Figure 5). 
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Figure 2: Procedure to analytically derive the ES architecture 

 

THE CURRENT ARCHITECTURE OF ES 

In the past, multi-layer architectures have been popular – even for small and simple web applications. From the interviews 

with the CIOs, we indicated that a significant majority of IT decision-makers clearly preferred Web-based multi-layer 

architectures (as shown by Figure 3) in recent years. With these architectures, CIOs and software engineers have tried to 

abstract as much as possible, in order to make purposive implementations (system components) interchangeable. The large 

number of frameworks that appeared in the market was also another reason for this increase in abstraction. And following the 

trend of SOA, enterprise portals and B2B automation the architectures of ES turned more and more into web architectures. 
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The interchangeability (and even simultaneous applicability) of sub-systems vary from database systems in the backend to 

ORM frameworks and also template engines in the (web) front-end. This was of course at the expense of performance, since 

adapters between each layer had to take care of the cross-layer communication of framework-specific implementations. This 

inevitably led to so called “Glue Code”. 
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Figure 3: Typical multi-layer architecture of enterprise web applications (Sultanow 2010) 

 

Identification of Architectural Imperfections 

The Delphi study conducted for this contribution indicated as well that currently a lower degree of abstraction is preferred. 

The requirements-driven dimension leads towards scalability and big-data. The software technology dimension comprehends 

the evolution from mainframe application over web applications to mobile apps. Web application architectures use four main 

layers (Bengel 2004; Jablonski 2004): the (1)client, (2) web, (3) business and (4) data layer. The client layer displays the 

processing results of the application system. In addition to HTML clients, this layer may also include rich client applications 

and applets. The web layer generates the logic for a web-based presentation, receiving the requests of different clients and 

generating the corresponding responses. In the business layer, objects of the business model and the implementation of 

business logic are located. A data access object (DAO) encapsulates database queries and query results are returned in the 

form of objects. In the data layer relational data is accessed and modified through the used database systems, ES and legacy 

systems. These layers are useful for especially complex enterprise applications, which are developed by a distributed team. 
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The multi-layered approach provides benefits, as greater efficiency as a result of better portability more flexibility is provided 

(TheOpenGroup 2003), (Vasconcelos, Sousa and Tribolet 2007). However, software systems still not efficiently answer the 

continuously changing demand of business needs (Andresen 2006), (Vasconcelos et al. 2007). The successful management of 

these architectural issues is clearly seen as foundation for successful investment in resources and its efficient usage (Pessi, 

Magoulas and Hugoson 2011). Therefore the need for the manipulation of the concept arises as enterprise software systems 

and business needs are still gaped. 

A major drawback of these architectures is their ability to be multi-layered and abstracted. This initial benefit becomes a 

drawback due to its ability to eventually end in themselves and its continuous facilitation to use and/or change any part of the 

system easily. However, such appearances are deceptive, because exchanging (a framework-specific) component with 

another meant to understand the entire abstraction overloaded architecture and to write new “Glue Code”. Cross-section 

requirements such as performance and big data capability were not grantable anymore. According to our Delphi study, many 

experts complained of this disadvantage. In addition, software developers have been forced to familiarize themselves with 

numerous frameworks, design workarounds to fix errors and make allowances for the strong version-dependent 

compatibility. 

 

REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE-PROOF ARCHITECTURES 

On one hand the survey confirmed the trend towards increased business party interaction and ad-hoc third-parties 

connectivity as an essential element of the architecture. Interaction can take place on any level of the infrastructure, platform, 

services, software, partners or communities (Stephane, Nabelsi, Passerini and Cakici 2011). 

However the Delphi study also revealed the following trends which were taken into account when defining the requirements: 

1. Rise of Server-Side JavaScript (SSJS): For many years it was established that a programming language was used for 

interactivity in the browser (JavaScript) and other languages were implemented for server-side logic and request 

processing (PHP, Java, Ruby ...). The JavaScript language is increasingly on the rise for use on the server side (also 

in the mobile area). The trend is towards using only one language – JavaScript. Code can be reused between browser 

and server implementations and APIs no longer need to be mapped between different languages. JSON can be used 

as a language-independent serialization standard. In recent years there has been considerable investment made in 

making JavaScript interpreters as fast as possible to meet the rising complexity of web applications. The result of 

which, for example, has given rise to the exceptionally fast V8 JavaScript engine used by Google’s Chrome 

browser. 

2. Middleware use event-driven, non-blocking I/O models that make it lightweight and efficient, perfect for data-

intensive real-time applications that run across distributed devices. Such systems can handle more than 6000 

requests / sec per CPU core and thousands of concurrent connections which are moderately active. 

3. Websockets supplement Ajax and enables Streaming: The WebSocket specification, developed as part of the 

HTML5 initiative, introduced the WebSocket JavaScript interface, which defines a full-duplex single socket 

connection over which messages can be sent between client and server. The WebSocket standard simplifies much of 

the complexity around bi-directional web communication and connection management. 

As a result of the Delphi study, requirements towards an Enterprise System were identified and separated into functional 

components (See Table 2); namely, logistics, manufacturing and finance. Other industry independent functions such as 

archiving and reporting can be found within various layers. The functional components extend vertically through all the 

architectural layers. The architectural layers are distributed horizontally with the client layer at the top followed by other 

layers. The data layer is the final layer on the list. Like all information systems that implement layered architecture, 

Enterprise Systems also encounter challenges. Horizontally, a clean architectural separation can be found; however, vertically 

they usually do not provide a clean separation in functional areas nor do they contain a simple way to extend the system by 

new functional components (for example by plug-ins - that would be the supreme discipline). Additional requirements are 

grouped by interfaces and cross-sectional requirements. 
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Logistics Inventory Control Asset Accounting Material Management 

Finance Sales Invoicing Purchasing 

Manufacturing Production Planning Warehouse Management Reporting 

Table 2: Core functional requirement areas (derived from the Delphi study) 

 

Through the integration layer, the Enterprise System communicates with external systems or devices, such as barcode 

scanners. Modern Enterprise Systems comprehend a middleware which ideally is service oriented. Table 3 displays interface 

requirements. 

 

To devices Barcode-Scanner, mobile devices 

To third-party applications Enterprise Systems of partners 

To the government Fiscal authorities, health insurances, building authorities 

Table 3: Interface-related requirement areas (derived from the Delphi study) 

 

The layer-specific and cross-functional requirements, which were derived through the Delphi study, are depicted in Figure 4. 

Layer-specific requirements reflect necessities that refer strongly to multi-layered software architecture as shown in Figure 3. 

In contrast to layer-specific requirements, the cross-sectional requirements pervade all layers. 
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Figure 4: Architectural requirements of ES (derived from the Delphi study) 
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As mentioned earlier, requirements can be based on functionality or they can be interface-related. Furthermore, cross-

sectional requirements exist for each layer, which can be subdivided as follows: 

 The performance must be optimal in every layer. This is an architectural design task, considering the 

interdependencies between the layers. For example, it would not be useful to optimize the data layer via In-Memory 

Data Management if the Web or Client layer has not been developed in a way that it can process such a huge amount 

of data. 

 The Modularity of the Enterprise System ensures a great maintainability, configurability and expandability. 

 Expandability of the Enterprise System is not only derived due to its modular structure but also because external 

system integrators are able to add functionality. These external integrators could be from the customer’s IT-

department or Value Added Reseller. The architecture should allow the use of a tool (ES-developing tool). 

 Real-time functionality allows immediate access to information. Information is automatically updated by the system. 

Every layer should fulfil this requirement and should also allow streaming real-time data as well. 

 The architecture must be capable of monitoring, in order to detect errors and optimize the whole Enterprise System. 

Instrumentalization of classes and logging via AOP are two possible solutions. 

 Standard conformity is especially relevant for the client and web layer. The use of HTML 5-standards allows mobile 

devices with varying operating systems (e.g. iOS, Android, etc.) to access the system. The HTML 5 standard even 

allows access to graphical resources through the WebSocket-protocol streaming of real-time data. 

 Analytical capabilities are provided when the architecture has a Business Intelligence (BI) layer that meets the 

analysis tasks. This BI layer is stretched over all architectural layers - from client layer (where analytics are 

displayed in the form of statistics) to data layer (where the analysis is being performed). The architecture within the 

Integration-layer (and data layer) provides the ability to connect statistical Software (e.g. R). Further on, in the client 

layer, specific components shall be present which enable cognitive access to the data. 

 Scalability of the architecture is given if its performance remains the same with an increasing amount of data within 

the data layer and an increasing amount of accesses through the client layer. The middleware is also considered 

since it must be able to handle a huge amount of data to many clients (eventually even stream it). Highly scalable 

middleware sometimes means that the OS-Kernel (Linux) is modified in a way that the whole OS is loaded in the 

memory and allows various thousands of parallel connections. 

 Physical distribution allows a distributed architecture like those that can be found in cloud systems. Therefore, 

middle-ware is of great use. 

 Partition tolerance means that distributed ES continues to work normally even if messages are lost. It can be split on 

geographically different sites and still works even if the connection is interrupted. 

 Security within an architecture refers to the communication of the components within the architecture of the 

Enterprise System as well as the secure data exchange of the ES with third-party systems (also over the internet). 

While cross-layer requirements (e.g. performance) affect all layers, layer-specific requirements target only one specific layer 

(e.g. "big-data-ability", which is related to the data layer). 

 

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

In order to propose a new architecture, current architectures have been validated against the fulfillment of the proposed 

requirements. Since traditional architectural approaches do not fulfill the requirements, a new architecture has been 

developed and tested as a prototype in a German software SME. The Delphi study revealed five layers which are identified as 

essential for an Enterprise System: 

1. Client layer: In this layer, applications are located through which users access the ES. These applications use the 

inputted data to return the desired information. 

2. Web layer: This layer contains the logic for the web based presentation. 

3. Business layer: In this layer, the business logic and business processes can be found. The layer could be further 

separated in industry-specific sub-layers. 

4. Integration layer: This layer contains all interfaces required to exchange data with other systems (e.g. an MES or 

CRM-System).  

5. Data layer: Through this layer the modified access to structured data occurs through the database systems. 

Based on the aforementioned essential layers and requirements from the previous section, the authors propose a new 

architecture of an Enterprise System, which can be found in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Architecture of an Enterprise System 

 

The following layers can be found in the proposed architecture: 

 Data layer (horizontal): The data sources located in this layer can be of varying types. In order to exchange data 

between sources, ETL processes are applied. A Big Data-capable architecture needs a physical distribution and 

partition tolerance. Certain data which is often found in large amounts are not saved in conventional databases. They 

are saved in a distributed file system (e.g. HDFS). A NoSQL-DB allows inquiries to the data located in the 

distributed file system. It can absorb and save a huge amount of events, for example, devices within manufacturing 

generation. The respective service is using a queuing and prioritization system to provide offline capability. In-

Memory-Architectures maintain huge amounts of data in the memory and allow it to be persistently available. When 

inquiries are done via SQL, results are delivered quicker than with conventional databases. The ETL system 

transforms data to the warehouse. Data marts are loaded in an OLAP-server within the main memory. It is important 

that data warehousing and in-memory databases are located in two different machines. Data warehousing and in-

memory computing utilizes a great deal of hardware resources. Running a data warehouse and an in-memory 

database on the same machine is not recommended since both simultaneously consume a vast amount of resources. 

 Business layer (horizontal): The business layer contains the business logic, varying between different industries. 

Ideally, industry specific processes are only present within the business layer and can be extended if needed. 

 Integration layer: The integration of middleware allows continuous data processing even if some components fail. 

The middleware is an independent system component providing the data. One of the greatest advantages is the 

integration of mobile devices. The middleware abstracts the communication between components using the 

Publisher Subscriber pattern. Hence the message-exchanging components do not need to "know" each other. The 

Subscriber-Publisher pattern works as follows: The services cannot communicate directly (and they are technically 

independent of each other), thereby they communicate through a message broker (intermediary). A service can 

publish events - for example "received new order" or the event "new goods arrived". Services can subscribe to 

events (e.g. events of order) in order to perform appropriate actions or trigger consequential events ("Process Order" 

in this example). 
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 The message broker notifies those services at each occasion that the corresponding event subscribed. Service-

orientation is a typical middleware architecture characteristics with advantages such as "communication after 

contract", autonomy and standardized orchestration of services. The "contract" is given by a WSDL definition of 

operations, endpoints and XML schema of the messages. The WSDL plays an important role in the overall Web 

services architecture since it describes the complete contract for application communication. 

 Client layer (horizontal): The architecture of the client should support mobile clients if data shall be provided as 

time and location independent. Apps (Mobile applications) should be developed client side following the Mobil-

Crossplattform-principle. This will result in apps that are web based and run in a local web container of the mobile 

system. Offline access is guaranteed if the client sided architecture contains caching mechanisms. 

 Web layer (horizontal): The portal architecture must provide functionality through the browser, for example, 

searches, personalization or categorization. Browser independence is a property that ensures that all functions and 

features are available throughout the different browsers. This is especially important when mobile devices are 

thought to be integrated. 

 BI / Analytics layer (vertical): This layer assists in turning data into wisdom in order to support decision making 

for management. Data is processed to support the analysis required to achieve knowledge and insight (i.e. statistical 

analysis, forecasting and segmentation). For example, an analytics package could take historical sales transactions 

and forecast the expected revenue over the next six months. Also, intelligent pattern recognition or clustering 

algorithms are used in this analytics layer. 

 

At this point, some components within architectural layers should be explained: 

 Clients, Middleware und Services (vertical): External applications access the services (REST-Services) for states 

and data. Devices and mobile devices send events and data (e.g. during manufacturing or other processes) to the 

message broker. Vast amounts of data can be streamed via WebSockets. Vice-versa mobile applications and the 

portal can receive events from the MessageBroker and acquire (Event-Subscription pattern) or request stateless data 

through the services. To increase performance, services can be circumvented and data accessed directly from the 

database. The services which perform business logic interactions reflect the business processes. Therefore, they form 

the business layer. 

 Web layer (vertical): The application server can be found here, receiving events from the MessageBroker as well 

as corporate data from the services and analytical data from the in-memory server. 

 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

The findings derived from the Delphi study lead towards a novel definition of the ES architecture in order to meet the 

requirements of a hyperconnected world. Specifically, we present a new architecture of Enterprise Systems that incorporates 

the anywhere accessibility of data, it’s anytime option supported by the integration layer and data layer, and any type of data 

as seen in the client, web, and BI/analytical layers. One of the constituting elements of an ES was the existence of a single 

database. In the advent of an increasing amount of data and requirements, respective of the business analysis, various sources 

of data including real-time streams needs to be considered. New technologies such as NoSQL databases or in-memory 

databases and middleware, which are streaming-capable, could be used to fulfil these requirements.  

The novelty of the architectural proposal (Figure 5) lies within the data, integration and BI/Analytical layer. The data layer 

now comprehends data and its transformation from/into internal and external sources. Data can represent real-time 

information and long term business information through the integration of middleware. Trends like Big Data and the 

integration of external systems are now included in the BI/Analytical layer.  

Future research shall be focused on how ES providers can create and capture value using the proposed architecture, hence the 

impact on the business model. Further on, special fields of application (e.g., ES for e-commerce) could be a fructiferous basis 

for further research. 
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APPENDIX 

The Delphi study consists of interviews that were conducted with CIOs. The interviews addressed three main areas of 

investigation: the current ES architectures, their limitations (pain points) and future improvements. 

 

Block Topic to explore Debate into which CIOs were dragged 

1 The current ES architecture How would you describe the architecture of your Enterprise System? 

o Monolithic 

o Multi-Layered 

o Strictly oriented to the functions 

o Web-based 

o High focus on extensibility (Module-based) 

o Big Data-oriented 

o Alternatives: … 

2 Architectural Imperfections What are the current architectural difficulties? 

Do you see a trend towards a new architecture? 

3 Future requirements for 

architectures 

Which requirements a new ES architecture must comply in the future? 
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